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AUTOIMMUNE HEPATITIS (AIH) 

PREVALENCE  =  10-17 x 100.000        
INCIDENCE   = 1-1.9 x 100.000/year 



AIH: heterogeneous clinic 
presentation 

About 25% of  patients with AIH are 
asymptomatic at diagnosis 

About 40% of  cases AIH presents as “acute 
hepatitis” 

Up to 50% of  patients may be clinically 
jaundiced or report previous episodes 

About 30% of  patients have cirrhosis at 
presentation 

BSG guidelines, Gut 2011 



AIH: two distinct diseases 

BSG guidelines, Gut 2011 



AIH: diagnostic “Score System”  

International Autoimmune Hepatitis Group Report:  
review of criteria for diagnosis of autoimmune 
hepatitis. J. Hepatol. 1999 Nov;31(5):929-38. 
 
Definite AIH : > 15 pre-;  >17 post-treatment  
Probable AIH : 10-15 pre-; 12-17 post-treatment  
 



Revised Scoring System for Diagnosis of AIH (IAIHG score) 

Alvarez et al. For the IAIHG, J Hepatol 1999;31:929-38 

Parameters/Features  Score   Parameters/Features  Score 
Female sex   +1  ALP:AST (or ALT) ratio  
Serum globulins or IgG    <1.5   +2 
>2.0   +3  1.5-3.0   0 
1.5-2.0   +2  >3.0   -2 
1.0-1.5   +1  Hepatitis viral markers 
ANA, SMA or LKM-1    positive   -3 
>1:80   +3  negative   +3 
1:80   +2   Drug history 
1:40   +1  positive   -4 
<1:40   0  negative   +1 

Other defined autoantibodies +2   AMA positive  -4 

Avarage alcohol intake     Liver histology 
<25 g/d   +2   Interface hepatitis  +3 
>60 g/d   -2   Lymphoplasmacytic infiltrate +1 
Other autoimmune disease +2   Rosetting of liver cells  +1 
HLA DR3 or DR4  +1   None of the above  -5 
Response to therapy     Biliary changes  -3 
Complete   +2   Other changes  -3 
Relapse   +3    
        Pre-treatment  Post-treatment 
Definite AIH  > 15   >17 
Probable AIH  10-15   12-17 

Overall diagnostic accuracy = 89% 
Sensitivity                               = 97-100% 
Specificity                               = 66-92% 



AIH: simplified “scoring system” 

≥ 6 points: probable AIH 
≥ 7 points: definite AIH 

BSG guidelines, Gut 2011 



2011 

2010 

But….. 
diagnostic (N=2) and management guidelines (N. 9) are based on  
conflicting evidence, divergent opinions, case studies and uncontrolled  
observations ….. 
 
The AASLD and BSG guidelines recognize that the IAIHG score is useful  
……despite the lack of prospective validation as diagnostic instruments ! 
  

IgG normal and ANA negative in approx. 30% of AIH patients  !!!  
  

Czaja AJ.  Clin Liver Dis. 2015  



Decision point      Prime evidence   Counter evidence        Prevaling judgment  
 
Liver histology?    Fundamental !   Probable diagnosis    Obtain pretreatment Bx. 
                                                             also without Bx.         if possible  
 

AIH diagnosis: Liver biopsy ?  



Diagnosis of AIH: high specificity ! 
  
1. HISTOLOGY:  
      *Lymphoplasmacytic portal, interface hepatitis,  
      *piecemeal necrosis,  
      *severe lobular necrosis and inflammation,    
      *multinucleated hepatocytes,  
      *broad areas of parenchymal collapse !  
2. High ANA-H titer (> 1:320)  
3. High level of serum IgG !  

Intensa plasmocitosi (in clusters) CD138+ 

Epatite interfaccia 
corpi apoptotici 

Formazione di rosette di epatociti  



 EASL and British soc. Gastro. 2011 

Type of autoantibody: 
 
1. Only SLA/LP,  SMA F-actin or anti-dsDNA highly specific 

for AIH but low sensitivity  ! 
 

2.   ANA, SMA occurred in other diseases  
   (ANA neither sensitive (32%) nor specific (76%) and …seen in other chronic liver disease, ALD, NASH (….26%).  
       SMA was specific (96%) but not sensitive (16%). 

 
4. ANA+SMA robust specificity (99%),not sensitivity (43%)  
These markers aid in the diagnosis, but their absence does not preclude AIH!  
 
5. Higher the titre, the more likely is autoimmune disease ! 

AIH: autoantibodies  ?  



Decision point      Prime evidence        Counter evidence        Prevaling judgment  
 
Fulminant H.        Diagnosis evident  by           Diagnosis difficult if             Short prednisolone trial ? 
                                      autoantibodies, high IgG      negative autoantibodies                (..2 weeks) 
                                      plasmacytic infiltration          normal IgG 
                                      and steroid response 

AIH presenting as severe (fulminant) 
acute hepatitis 

Heterogeneous hypoattenuated areas by CT scan present in 65% of 
acute severe (fulminant) AIH, whereas rarely evident in patients with 
virus-induced acute liver failure (0–5%) (Hepatol Res 2012) ! 



Decision point      Prime evidence        Counter evidence        Prevaling judgment  
 
Centrilobular       Diagnosis evident by           Diagnosis difficult ..findings    Short prednisolone trial ?  
       necrosis                interface hepatitis,               associated with hypoxic,                      (two weeks..) 
                                      plasma cells, hepatocyte    ischaemic or drug-induced  
                                      rosettes, immune features 
 

AIH presenting as severe (fulminant) 
acute hepatitis 

Centrilobular necrosis with acute liver failure 
may warrant a short (≤2 weeks) treatment trial with 
prednisolone to determine responsiveness or need 
for immediate liver transplantation  ! 

Hepatology 2011 



Decision point      Prime evidence        Counter evidence        Prevaling judgment  
 
Drug-induced      Diagnosis evident by     Diagnosis uncertain           Treat by stopping                       
       AIH                    clinical and histology    because drug                        drug + steroids !  
                                 features, resolution       exposure coincidental       
                                 after drug removal !      and AIH unresolving ! 
       

Drug-induced AIH  !?  



Drug-Induced Autoimmune-like Hepatitis  



Decision point      Prime evidence        Counter evidence        Prevaling judgment  
 
Treatment             Sustained remission 21%;   Relapse, 28–86%                  Try treatment withdrawal  
withdrawal ?         Need full resolution              Often need of                         after  Bioch/Hist 
                                                                                       indefinite treatment               resolution 
 
Liver biopsy pre-          Optimal end-point, low         Bx results not                        Pre-withdrawal 
withdrawal                    relapse frequency                 predictive of outcome           histylogy ! 
 
Budesonide,                                ???                                   ?????                              Limited use in  
Calcineurin inhib.                                                                                                          selected patients  
Mycophenolate  
 
 
AZA and pregnancy      Crosses placenta                 No increased foetal risk        Discontinue AZA  
                                        teratogenicity in animals     in AIH and IBD                       use prednisolone 
                                                                                                                                             alone 
                                                        

AIH  Treatment  !?  



Am J Gastroenterology 2015 



Decision point      Prime evidence        Counter evidence        Prevaling judgment  
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PSC PBC 

AIH 

Overlap Syndromes 

Standardized definitions of ‘‘overlap syndromes’’ are 
lacking !  
 
Definition of diagnostic criteria for overlap conditions can 
only be arbitrary ! 
 
 

2011 

PSC-AIH PBC-AIH 



CBP: Criteri diagnostici. 
Aumento di fosfatasi 

alcalina (> 6 mesi) con 
normalità ecografica delle 
vie biliari. 
AMA > 1: 40 IF  
Istologia compatibile 
 Diagnosi definitiva: 3 criteri.   

Diagnosi probabile : 2 criteri. 



Diagnostic accuracy of magnetic resonance and endoscopic 
 retrograde cholangiography in PSC.  

Berstadt E. Clin Gastroenterol Hepatol. 2006 Apr;4(4):514-20. 

 
   
 

Diagnostic accuracy of MRCP and ERCP comparable.  
 
MRCP vs ERCP sensitivity = 80 vs 89 %  
                           specificity = 87  vs 80 % 
                           accuracy    = 83  vs 85% 

Although MRCP …of good diagnostic accurancy in PSC 
all reports on PSC/AIH overlap refer  

to ERCP as diagnostic criteria !     

CSP. Diagnosi colangiografica !  



PSC PBC 

Overlap Syndromes 

AIH 
PSC-AIH PBC-AIH 



PSC PBC 

Beuers & Rust, Sem Liv Dis 2005;25:311-20 

Overlap Syndromes 

AIH 
PSC-AIH PBC-AIH 

PATHOGENESIS ?  
 
1. Coincidence of two independent autoim. diseases ?  
2. Different entities ? 

Evidence of….  
1. specific HLA association ! 
2. specific autoantibody 
serologic profile !  



• HLA haplotypes of AIH (HLA-B8, DR3, or DR4) present in 
17/20 PBC/AIH, but in only 4/20 PBC (Lohse AW, Hepatology 1999). 

 
Hypothesis: HLA haplotype commonly seen in AIH provokes a 
                           stronger hepatitic response when present in PBC !  
 
•In contrast, in 271 patients with AIH, PBC, or PSC, HLA 
risk factors were commonly shared and did not affect the 
clinical manifestations of the primary disease (Czaja AJ  2001) !.  
 

 Overlap Syndromes:  genetic ! 



  
Could high titre anti-DSDNA represents in the 
future a specific marker of AIH/PBC overlap ? 

 

 Am J Gastro 2009.  

 
1. No definite evidence of specific HLA association ! 
2. No definitive evidence of specific autoantibody serologic 
    profile !  
 
 
IAIHG suggests that patients with autoimmune liver disease 
should be categorized according to the predominating feature (s) as  
AIH, PBC, and PSC/small duct PSC, respectively, and 

that those with overlapping features are not 
considered as being distinct diagnostic 
entities !. 
 
 
 



PSC PBC 

AIH 

PBC-AIH 
Overlap Syndromes 

PBC-AIH 

1. PBC/AIH overlap syndrome 
2. PBC → AIH  sequential syndrome 
3. AIH  → PBC sequential syndrome 

CLINICAL PRESENTATION: 
 
1. Cohesistence of PBC and AIH at the diagnosis  
2. PBC patients who develop AIH (transaminitis)   
3. AIH pts. who develop cholestatic profile; 

DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA ? 



 Overlap Syndromes: PBC-AIH 
Diagnostic Criteria 

Chazouillères et al. 1998 
          Paris  criteria  
1. Presence of 2/3 criteria for PBC  
2. Presence of 2/3 criteria for AIH  
    -ALT level >5 x ULN;  
   -Serum IgG level >2 x ULN or anti-SMA; 
   -Moderate/severe periportal, lobular 
      lymphocytic piecemeal necrosis.  
 
 

Czaja AJ et al. 1998 
  
1. IAIHG score > 10 
2. AMA positive 

Gunsar F et al. 2002 
 
1. Presence of 2/3 criteria for PBC  
2. IAIHG score > 10.  
 
 Problems in using IAIHG score for the diagnosis of OS:   

 
      - The presence of AMA or histological evidence of  
         biliary involvement generates negative points  
         lowering the score which has only been validated  
         for the diagnosis of AIH ! 

Sensitivity and specificity of     
       Paris criteria were  
          
   92% and 97% respectively !   

Histologic evidence of moderate to severe lymphocytic 
piecemeal necrosis (interface hepatitis) is mandatory for 
the diagnosis. 



Overlap Syndromes 
It is important a correct diagnosis !? 

- different natural history ?  
- different (response) treatment  ?  
 



Conclusions: 
 

Patients with PBC/AIH overlap have worse  
clinical outcomes vs PBC alone. 

 

Recommendation: 
 

A correct diagnosis of PBC/AIH is important  
since the worst outcome !   

Mean follow-up  6.1 yr 



Overlap Syndromes 
It is important a correct diagnosis !? 

- different natural history ?  
- different (response) treatment  ?  
 

   * UDCA for PBC   ! 
   * Steroids for AIH ! 
   * Steroids not indicated for PBC      
            (osteoporosis) ! 
   * When adding steroids/immunosup.      
      in PBC/AIH Overlap S. ? 



J. Autoimmunity 2013 



Recommendations 
1. PBC–AIH overlap syndrome should always be considered  
      once PBC has been diagnosed because of potential 

implications for therapy (III/C2). 
2. Combined therapy with UDCA and corticosteroids is the 

recommended therapeutic option in patients with PBC–
AIH overlap syndrome (III/C2).  

3. Alternative approach… start with UDCA only and add 
steroids if UDCA does not induced adequate biochemical 
response in 3 months (III/C2). Steroid sparing agents 
should be considered in patients requiring long-term 
immunosuppression (III/C2). 



1. PBC with features of AIH should be considered for IS (prognosis and 
therapy). 

2. Due to the low prevalence of such "overlap syndromes", prospective 
interventional therapeutic trials cannot be expected in the foreseeable 
future 

J. Hepatology 2011  





PSC PBC 

AIH 

PSC-AIH 
Overlap Syndromes 

PSC-AIH 

1. PSC/AIH overlap syndrome 
2. AIH  → AIH+PSC  
3. PSC → PSC +AIH …….rare  

DIAGNOSTIC CRITERIA 
 
MRCP + IAIHG score ? 

CLINICAL PRESENTATION: 
 
1. Cohesistence of  PSC and AIH at the diagnosis  
2. AIH pts. who develop cholestatic profile; 
3. AIH pts who failed to respond to IS; 
4. PSC with transaminase flares.  



PSC/AIH-Overlap Syndrome. 
It is important a correct diagnosis !? 

- different natural history ?  
- different (response) treatment  ?  
 



Floreani A. 2006: Diagnostic criteria 
  
1. IAIHG score > 15 
2. ANA/SMA positive 
3. Typical AIH histology 
 
7/41 (17%) consecutive PSC patients   
 

Am J Gastro 2005 



Classical PSC: UDCA  PSC/AIH: UDCA+Predn.+AZA 



CONCLUSIONs:  
•Survival apparently better than “classical” PSC.  
•AIH/PSC overlap syndrome seems to benefit from 
immunosuppression + UDCA therapy, 



2008 

N= 16 
N= 10 

N=  238 



PSC 

AIH 

PSC-AIH Overlap Syndromes 
Final Recommendations! 

 
1. Consider PSC/AIH overlap on AIH non-responders to IS or in PSC  
                                                                          with transaminase flares  ! 
2. Childrens with AIH and bile duct damage should be considered  
                                         given the high frequency of AIH/PSC overlap ! 
3. AIH/PSC overlap syndrome seem to benefit from IS + UDCA therapy, 



Recommendations 
1. PSC–AIH overlap syndrome is an ill-defined immune-mediated disorder !  
    (III/C2). 
 
2. Treatment of AIH–PSC overlap syndrome with UDCA and immuno-
suppressive therapy is recommended !.... but is not evidence-based due to 
lack of adequate studies (III/C2). 
 



2011 

Not a distinct entity ! 
 
Patients with PSC and features of AIH should be 
considered for immunosuppressive treatment !  
 
Due to the low prevalence of such ‘‘overlap syndromes’’, 
prospective interventional therapeutic trials cannot be 
expected in the foreseeable future ! 
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